
Coronavirus Hits Campus

As colleges and universities have struggled to
devise policies to respond to the quickly evolving
situation, here are links to The Chronicle’s key
coverage of how this worldwide health crisis is
affecting campuses.

Here’s a List of Colleges’ Plans for

Reopening in the Fall

We’re Tracking Employees Laid Off or

Furloughed by Colleges

Why Colleges Should Pool Teaching

Resources

DATA

Did the Scramble to Remote Learning
Work? Here’s What Higher Ed Thinks
By Audrey Williams June JUNE 04, 2020 ! PREMIUM

This spring brought change on an unprecedented scale, as colleges of all types shifted to

remote instruction. The abrupt pivot left institutions scrambling to provide continuity of

learning, as faculty members grappled with the intricacies of learning-management

systems, unfamiliar conferencing technologies, and new protocols for coursework and tests

— often with scant instructional-support infrastructure.

A Chronicle survey reveals just what

faculty members and academic

administrators think about their

emergency efforts. They agree on one key

metric: About 60 percent of faculty

members, and a similar share of

academic administrators, said spring’s

courses were worse than face-to-face

offerings.

“I need a lot more experience/training to

do it again,” said one respondent when

asked about the most important lesson

learned from teaching this spring.

The Chronicle’s survey was conducted

for "Online 2.0: Managing a Large-Scale

Move to Online Learning," a new special

report that explores how institutions

can take remote learning to the next

level. Read more by purchasing a copy

here.

The survey of faculty members and academic administrators from two- and four-year

institutions was conducted online from May 11 to May 17. Responses came from 935 faculty

members, ranging from full professor to adjunct, and from 595 academic administrators,

whose job titles included provost, dean, and department head, among others.

Their struggles during the spring semester were many. Nearly eight out of 10 instructors said

“creating a sense of engagement between myself and my students'' was “very” or

“somewhat” challenging.
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As colleges make decisions about how the 2020-21 academic year will proceed, faculty

members reported that they are confident about teaching online in the fall — and

ambivalent about returning to campus.

Here’s what else faculty members and administrators had to say:
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Some Experts, Some Newcomers
Faculty members were all over the board in describing their online-teaching experience before the spring semester:

Very experienced Somewhat experienced Not very experienced Not at all experienced

22%

28%

16%

34%

Faculty Administrators

Taking Stock of Course Quality
Faculty members and administrators agreed that their institutions' online courses in the spring were inferior to what had
been offered in person.

Moderately worse

Much worse

Equivalent

Superior

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
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Faculty Administrators

A Set of Struggles
Faculty members and administrators described the following factors as "very" or "somewhat" challenging to remote
teaching and learning this spring.

Students’ lack
of access to

technology or Wi-Fi

Juggling work
with personal needs

New administrative policies in response to the
pandemic

Technical obstacles for faculty members, including
unfamiliarity with learning platforms

20% 40% 60% 80%

Note: Because respondents could choose multiple answers, percentages will not add up to 100.
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Mostly positive Somewhat positive Somewhat negative Mostly negative

Something to Build On
About two-thirds of professors said their experience teaching remotely this spring was positive.

Get the data • Created with Datawrapper

27% 39% 25% 10%

Very conZdent Somewhat conZdent Not very conZdent Not at all conZdent

Nearly three-quarters of them are conZdent about teaching entirely or mostly online this fall.
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27% 47% 19% 8%

Strongly agree Somewhat agree Somewhat disagree Strongly disagree

Mixed Emotions About the Fall
Almost three out of four professors "strongly" or "somewhat" agree they're looking forward to returning to in-person
teaching in the fall.
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47% 25% 14% 14%

Very conZdent Somewhat conZdent Not very conZdent Not at all conZdent

But more than half lack conZdence in their institution's ability to maintain social distancing safeguards on campus.
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Here's what faculty members say they need most to teach online
this fall:

Professional development in online pedagogy 39%

Better ed-tech tools and training on how to use them 21%

Better Wi-Fi connectivity 10%

Clearer guidance on grading and other policies 7%

None of the above 23%

Here's what administrators plan to invest in to help faculty
members:

Training in online teaching 70%

Technology, including Wi-Fi, virtual courseware, and laptops for
students 38%

More-sophisticated online-course design 36%

No new or increased investment planned 15%

Other investments 8%

Outsourcing training in course design and teaching 6%

Table: Audrey Williams June • Source: Chronicle Survey • Get the data • Created with Datawrapper

A Path to Better Online Teaching
Faculty members and administrators both rated professional development as the top need for successful online teaching
in the fall.

Note: Administrators could choose multiple answers so percentages will not add up to 100.

Audrey Williams June, the news data manager, explores and analyzes data sets, databases,

and records to uncover higher-education trends and insights. Contact her at

audrey.june@chronicle.com, or follow her on Twitter @audreywjune.
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